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Effect of target localization on the sensitivity
of a localized surface plasmon resonance biosensor

based on subwavelength metallic nanostructures
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A localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) biosensor using surface relief nanostructures was investigated
to evaluate the importance of target localization on the sensitivity enhancement. The LSPR device was mod-
eled as periodic metallic nanowires with a square profile on a gold film and the target as a self-assembled
monolayer in buffer solution. The numerical results using rigorous coupled-wave analysis and the finite-
difference time domain method demonstrated localized plasmonic fields induced by the surface nanostructure
from which the effect of target localization on the sensitivity was quantitatively analyzed. Interestingly, it was
found that target localization on nanowire sidewalls improves sensitivity significantly because of strong over-
lap with localized plasmonic fields. An LSPR structure optimized for a localized target on sidewalls provides
sensitivity enhancement per unit target volume by more than 20 times in water ambience. © 2009 Optical
Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
urface plasmons are electromagnetic waves that propa-
ate along the interface between a thin metal film and a
ielectric medium. In principle, surface plasmon reso-
ance (SPR) is attributed to the resonant coupling of pho-
ons from TM-polarized light to the oscillation of free elec-
rons, which produces a strong evanescent
lectromagnetic wave on the metal surface [1]. SPR is not
xcited under TE polarization and appears as a deep
inimum in reflectivity tracked by angular or wavelength

canning. Since SPR and its characteristics are very sen-
itive to the change of dielectric media, this technique can
e used to characterize biomolecules immobilized onto a
hin metal film. A thin film-based SPR structure has been
mployed in various sensor applications because of many
dvantages such as real-time, label-free, and nondestruc-
ive detection [2].

Conventional SPR biosensors still have limitations in
irectly detecting small biochemical interactions at low
olecular concentrations. For this reason, various ap-

roaches for improving sensitivity have been attempted.
or example, nanoparticle-enhanced SPR biosensors in-
orporating colloidal metallic nanoparticles to excite lo-
alized surface plasmons (LSPs) as well as to provide an
dditional mass during the binding process showed a pro-
ounced SPR angle shift [3,4]. However, the requirement
f using nanoparticles on target analytes transforms the
dvantageous label-free sensing technique into a labeled
ne. Complex labeling may interfere with biomolecular
nteractions as the bound nanoparticles affect the binding
1084-7529/09/041027-8/$15.00 © 2
rocess directly [5]. Moreover, this method inevitably suf-
ers from irreproducible sensitivity characteristics.

Another approach for enhanced sensitivity is to develop
novel substrate for an SPR biosensor based on the

retschmann configuration [6]. Newly designed sub-
trates have been introduced to induce a surface-limited
ncrease of reaction area. Oh et al. [7] produced a three-
old sensitivity improvement by utilizing a mesoporous
ilica structure on a gold film as a rigid matrix function-
lized with a self-assembled monolayer (SAM). While a
igh pore volume of mesoporous silica substrate can lead
o notable amplification in the resonance shift, the results
ay be difficult to replicate due to randomly distributed

ilica matrices. Further, its performance is fundamentally
ased on the excitation of propagating surface plasmons
upported by a thin metal film. Thus, significant sensitiv-
ty improvement associated with enhanced local fields is
ssentially infeasible.

In contrast, we have considered surface nanostructures
n a metallic film as an alternative substrate by which
SPs are excited. The LSPs interact with propagating
urface plasmons on the sensor surface and create hybrid
odes. Earlier results suggest that the substrate with pe-

iodic nanowires was shown to provide reproducible sen-
itivity enhancement associated with an increased reac-
ion area and LSP excitation by nanowires [8,9]. In
ddition, the effects of nanowire period, depth, and vol-
me factor (VF) were investigated in terms of various sen-
or characteristics, such as sensitivity enhancement fac-
or (SEF), SPR curve angular width (CAW), and
009 Optical Society of America
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inimum reflectance at resonance (MRR) [10–12]. Note
hat optimal nanowire structures were determined to
ield remarkably improved sensitivity by more than an
rder in air environments. Its detection property was also
ound to be quite linear with a refractive index of a target
AM. Recently, Malic et al. [13] applied (two-dimensional)
D gold nanoposts on an SPR imaging biosensor system
o demonstrate highly sensitive label-free detection of
NA hybridization.
These studies on a nanostructure-based localized sur-

ace plasmon resonance (LSPR) biosensor assumed uni-
orm target distribution [8,10,12,14]. In practice, this as-
umption may only be valid as long as the target
istribution varies slowly. In contrast to the previous ap-
roaches, we intend here to address the possibility of lo-
alizing targets in the locally enhanced fields so that the
arget can be more significantly amplified by the surface
anostructure. This is conceptually consistent with the
easurement of fluorescent dyes localized in a nanowell

15], although our analysis focuses on the label-free detec-
ion of a localized target. Per unit target volume, such tar-
et localization is expected to allow sensitivity enhance-
ent that would be difficult to achieve with uniform

arget distribution. The goal of this paper is thus to nu-
erically explore the enhancement as a result of target

ocalization, whether the localization-induced enhance-
ent is real and the amount of enhancement. For this

eason, it is important to investigate the spatial distribu-
ion of localized plasmonic fields on a sensor surface and
he impact of target presence on the field distribution
ince the local field amplification by metallic nanostruc-
ures is known to contribute to the enhancement of opti-
al transitions in biomolecules within nanoscopic distance
rom a metallic nanostructure [16]. Potentially, this re-
earch can be crucial to taking advantage of localized
anophotonic fields for biomolecular sensing and imag-

ng.

. NUMERICAL MODEL
he dispersion relation between surface plasmon wave-
umber kSP and incident light angular frequency � can be
alculated from Maxwell’s equations and is given by

ig. 1. (Color online) (a) Three-dimensional (3D) schematic of
trate. TM-polarized light with �=633 nm propagating into an SF
old film �40 nm�, 1D gold nanowires, and a 1 nm thick SAM laye
rofile, assumed to be infinite in length, have a width wNW, a th
idewalls of the nanowire, and on a gold film is denoted by SAM
T
kSP =
�

c
� �m�d

�m + �d
= k0 sin �SPR, �1�

here �SPR, �m, and �d represent the angle of incidence at
esonance, metal permittivity, and dielectric permittivity;
and k0 are for the speed of light and wavenumber in the

ree space. For an LSPR biosensor with subwavelength
etallic nanostructures, �d is replaced with �eff that is a

omplex number and can be dominantly negative real de-
ending on the VF and the ratio of the volume occupied by
old nanowires per period. While one may use effective
edium theories for subwavelength structures, in gen-

ral, �eff and thus the dispersion relation of LSPs are not
vailable in a closed form. For this reason, we employed
igorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) [17], which has
een successfully applied to explain experimental results
f nanostructures [18–20]. Our RCWA routine was found
o corroborate the experiments of earlier SPR research
sing gold nanowires [10]. Convergence in RCWA compu-
ation was achieved by including 30 space harmonic or-
ers.
The schematic of a nanowire-mediated gold substrate is

escribed in Fig. 1. A one-dimensional (1D) array of infi-
itely long gold nanowires with a period � is assumed to
e regularly patterned on a gold film supporting bulk sur-
ace plasmons. The thickness of gold and chromium films
s fixed at 40 and 2 nm. The chromium layer is adopted to
nhance the adhesion between gold and the glass sub-
trate in experiments. TM-polarized light at �=633 nm is
ncident through an SF10 glass substrate as the incidence
ngle is scanned with an angular resolution of 0.01° un-
er the total internal reflection condition. Target analytes
re modeled as a 1 nm thick SAM. We assumed 1,6-
exanedithiol for the representative dielectric SAM by ap-
roximating it as a homogeneous layer with a refractive
ndex n�SAM�=1.52643 [21]. To investigate the effects of
arget localization on sensitivity, a SAM is divided into
hree localization regions: nanowire top, sidewalls, and
ottom area between nanowires denoted, respectively, by
AMT, SAMS, and SAMB as presented in Fig. 1(b).
AMALL represents a uniform target on the surface, i.e.,
o target localization. The optical constants �n ,k� of an

wire-mediated substrate. (b) 2D cross section of the LSPR sub-
ss is incident on an attachment layer of chromium �2 nm�, a thin
ing the whole substrate surface. Gold nanowires of a rectangular
s dNW, and a period �. A dielectric SAM on top of the nanowire,

, and SAM .
a nano
10 gla

r cover
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F10 glass substrate, chromium, and gold were taken as
1.7231, 0), (3.48, 4.36), and (0.18, 3.0) at �=633 nm [22].
he refractive index of a phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
olution was assumed to be 1.33. The profile of gold nano-
ires was simplified as a rectangle of width wNW and
epth dNW. Thus, VF is wNW/�.
As a quantitative measure of sensitivity improvement,
SEF—the ratio of resonance angle shift due to target

inding on a nanowire-based substrate to that of a con-
entional bare SPR structure assuming a 40 nm thick
old film—is defined as

SEF =
��NWSPR

��SPR
=

�NWSPR�target� − �NWSPR�no target�

�SPR�target� − �SPR�no target�
,

�2�

here �NWSPR and �SPR represent the resonance angle
ith and without gold nanowires. From the calculated re-
ectance curves of a conventional SPR configuration, �SPR
target�=59.94° and �SPR �no target�=59.75°; thus ��SPR
0.19°. Molecular quantities of SAMT, SAMS, SAMB, and
AMALL are all different per the unit period of nanograt-

ng, and the amount depends on various geometrical pa-
ameters, such as grating thickness and period. While
EF represents the enhancement that is measured mac-
oscopically when light is incident on an identical surface
rea for LSPR and conventional SPR structures, true en-
ancement of sensitivity is the sensitivity per unit target
olume, i.e., the SEF scaled with the quantities involved
n the biomolecular interaction of interest. Therefore, we
efine the sensitivity enhancement per unit target vol-
me �SEFUTV� as

SEFUTV =
��NWSPR/VNWSPR

��SPR/VSPR
, �3�

here VNWSPR and VSPR denote the total target volume for
SPR and conventional SPR structures. Although a SAM

s assumed to cover an infinite sensor surface, the ratio of
he total surface reaction area of an LSPR structure to
hat of a SPR structure (i.e., VNWSPR/VSPR) remains con-
tant regardless of the surface dimension. Thus, the reac-
ion volume per period can be substituted for the total tar-
et volume in Eq. (3). For the periodic nanowires shown
n Fig. 1, SEFUTV �SAMALL� can be simplified as

SEFUTV�SAMALL� =
��NWSPR/�� + 2dNW�

��SPR/�

=
SEF�SAMALL� · �

� + 2dNW
. �4�

or SAMT, SAMS, and SAMB, SEFUTV is given by

SEFUTV�SAMT� =
��NWSPR/�� · VF�

��SPR/�
=

SEF�SAMT�

VF
,

�5�

SEFUTV�SAMS� =
��NWSPR/2dNW

��SPR/�
=

SEF�SAMS� · �

2dNW
,

�6�
SEFUTV�SAMB� =
��NWSPR/��1 − VF�

��SPR/�
=

SEF�SAMB�

1 − VF
.

�7�

n short, SEFUTV is the sensitivity enhancement normal-
zed by the target volume and represents enhanced sensi-
ivity induced by the unit volume of target analytes. To
he first degree, SEFUTV excludes the effect of reaction
rea on the sensitivity and directly addresses the contri-
ution of localized plasmons to sensitivity improvement.
oth SEF and SEFUTV are important for practicality.
ote that SEFUTV for SAMS depends on its period and

hickness while SEFUTV for SAMT and SAMB is affected
y a VF.

. RESULTS
. Effect of Nanowire Thickness
igure 2 shows SPR reflectance curves of a conventional
PR and a nanowire-based LSPR structure when nano-
ires have a period of �=50 nm and VF=0.5. VF=0.5
as selected as a representative value for the nanowire

tructure because of relative ease in terms of implemen-
ation. If target analytes form a uniform film coverage on
he whole sensor surface (i.e., SAMALL), �NWSPR �target�
64.49° and �NWSPR �no target�=63.37° at dNW=5 nm,

.e., SEF=5.895 and SEFUTV=4.913. At dNW=10 nm,
NWSPR �target�=77.00° and �NWSPR �no target�=75.39°;
hus SEF=8.474 and SEFUTV=6.053. Note that SPR char-
cteristics, such as MRR, SPR, and CAW, are significantly
ffected by the presence of nanowires. Even though a
igher SEF may be obtained with nanowires for dNW
10 nm, the SPR characteristics of these structures are

uboptimal for practical applications due to a large MRR
nd extremely broad CAW.
To analyze the effect of target localization, SEF and

EFUTV were calculated from SPR reflectance curves for
ach region of target localization as listed in Table 1.
EF�SAMALL� increases with nanowire thickness because

ig. 2. SPR reflectance curves of a conventional and nanowire-
ediated substrate. Nanowires have a period of �=50 nm and
F=0.5. The solid and dashed curves represent without and with
target, respectively.
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f an increment of overall reaction area. SEF�SAMS� is of
articular interest since the effect of SAMS on the sensi-
ivity has not been evaluated previously. It is intriguing to
nd that more than 50% of the sensitivity enhancement is
ssociated with the target localized on sidewalls.
EFUTV�SAMS� is by far the highest among those pre-
ented in Table 1. A target SAM present on nanowire side-
alls enhances the sensitivity by more than an order,

ompared to a conventional SPR biosensor, on a unit vol-
me basis. We believe that this is an indication of en-
anced surface fields induced by LSPs that overlap local-

zed target.
To confirm this, we visualize enhanced electromagnetic

elds near the sensor surface by calculating the spatial
istributions of EX, HY, and EZ based on the finite-
ifference time domain (FDTD) method. The minimum
rid size for the FDTD was 0.5 nm. Figure 3 shows the
eld distribution of EZ at �NWSPR=63.37° for nanowires
ith VF=0.5, �=50 nm, and dNW=5 nm and presents
ell-known features of LSPs excited at a metallic nano-

tructure that are quite typical of the fields of nonregular
tructures [23]. On the assumption of an incident electric
eld of unit amplitude, maximum field amplitudes ob-
ained by FDTD were EX=72, HY=11, and EZ=50.

What is as important as field enhancement in the con-
ext of this paper is where these maxima occur. Obviously,
he amplitude of plasmon waves decays rapidly when one
oves further away from the nanostructure surface.
ince locally enhanced plasmons called “hot spots” [24,25]
re distributed at very short distances from the surface,
nly a limited number of biomolecules within the local
elds participate in the resonance shift of an LSPR bio-
ensor, even if a large number of molecules are involved

Table 1. SEF and SEFUTV Values Calculated for T
When �=50

SAMT SAMB

dNW
[nm] SEF SEFUTV SEF SE

5 1.421 2.842 1.579 3
10 2.947 5.894 2.895 5
n the interaction. The results shown in Fig. 3 indicate h

50 nm, VF=0.5, and dNW=5 nm. The insets are 2D images obtained f
hat all maxima are located within 1 nm from the surface
n the vicinity of vertices. Because of the field enhance-

ent on nanowire sidewalls, biomolecules on sidewalls
articipate more vigorously on average than those on
anowire tops and bottoms. As a result, an efficient inter-
lay between target analytes and enhanced LSPs leads to
he most prominent improvement of sensitivity with tar-
et localization. This poses an interesting postulate that
ven if there are more biomolecules or thicker SAMs, the
esonant shift may not increase proportionately. The
trongest enhancement for SAMS can also be interpreted
n terms of the number of resonance peaks, i.e., SAMS can
nteract with four LSP modes near the vertices of a nano-
ire while SAMT or SAMB faces two LSP modes at the
pper or the lower corners of a nanowire. Note that there
re in fact multiple peaks associated with each corner in
ig. 3. Since the decay length of an LSP resonance from

he surface of a metallic nanostructure is longer than the
nterpeak distance, the multiple peaks of each corner as a
hole should be regarded as an individual LSP reso-
ance.
Similar to the case of �=50 nm, nanowires at �

100 nm show an increasing SEF with dNW and the maxi-
um SEFUTV for SAMS as listed in Table 2. In most cases,
EF and SEFUTV at �=100 nm are smaller than those of
=50 nm. Higher SEF and SEFUTV at �=50 nm are
ainly attributed to more efficient LSP excitations. For

NW=10 nm, field enhancement at �=100 nm is found to
e greater than that at �=50 nm, leading to a larger
EFUTV for SAMS and SAMALL.
Summarizing this subsection, nanowires with a larger

hickness tend to produce more efficient LSP modes,
hich is consistent with the findings in [12]. The en-

Attachment of SAMT, SAMB, SAMS, and SAMALL
nd VF=0.5

SAMS SAMALL

SEF SEFUTV SEF SEFUTV

2.684 13.420 5.895 4.913
5.684 14.210 8.474 6.053
ancement may be degraded for a larger nanowire period.
ig. 3. (Color online) (a) Vertical and (b) horizontal field intensity distribution of EZ around the sensor surface for nanowires with �
arget
nm a

FUTV

.158

.790
rom FDTD calculations normalized by the field intensity of 20.
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. Effect of Volume Factor
ow we turn our attention to the effect of VFs. Previously,

t was reported that the sensitivity improvement of a
anowire-based LSPR biosensor is affected by two major
echanisms of resonant excitations of LSP modes, (1) in-

eraction of propagating surface plasmons in a metal film
nd LSP modes in nanowires and (2) LSP–LSP coupling
etween neighboring nanowires [26]. Since these interac-
ions were found to be significant at VF=0.1 and 0.9
23,27], we focus on nanowire structures at the two VFs.

Figure 4(a) plots SEF characteristics for VF=0.1 at �
50 nm. First of all, destructive coupling between nano-
ires and target analytes occurs at dNW=5 nm. An oppo-

ite shift of resonances was incurred, which is possibly as-
ociated with LSP modes driven out of phase [28]. Such a
egative shift of resonance was noted as back bending
nd observed experimentally in a LSPR biosensor using
anoparticles as well [3,4,29].
For dNW�5 nm, Fig. 4(a) shows that SEF�SAMT� is

ery poor because the interaction is surface-limited. For
AMB, enhanced sensitivity was achieved by larger than
ve times that of a conventional SPR biosensor.
EF�SAMS� is comparable with SEF�SAMB� and shows a
entle slope with nanowire thickness due to an increasing
eaction area. For SAMALL, SEF gradually increases up to
2.842 until dNW reaches 30 nm. SEF�SAMALL� saturates
or dNW�30 nm as localized electromagnetic fields expe-
ience intensity amplification limited by absorption prop-
rties for thick gold nanowires. At VF=0.1, excited plas-
ons are well isolated around a single nanowire. The

ocal fields interacting with a SAM may lead to a larger
hange in resonance angles and consequently show
rominent sensitivity improvement by more than ten

Table 2. SEF and SEFUTV Values Calculated for T
When �=100

SAMT SAMB

dNW
[nm] SEF SEFUTV SEF SE

5 1.000 2.000 0.947 1
10 2.316 4.632 2.474 4

ig. 4. Characteristics of (a) SEF and (b) SEFUTV with respect to
F=0.1.
imes. It should be emphasized that SEF larger than an
rder in water environments is accomplished by simply
nvolving target analytes localized at the nanowire side-
alls.
Figure 4(b) shows SEFUTV for a localized SAM.

EFUTV�SAMS� has an optimum of 10.133 at dNW
10 nm. For dNW�10 nm, SEFUTV�SAMS� is decreased
ith an increasing nanowire thickness as dictated by Eq.

6). While sensitivity enhancement per unit volume in-
uced by excited LSP modes occurs most efficiently at the
idewalls until dNW reaches 20 nm, SEFUTV�SAMS� be-
omes less important for thicker nanowires. Additionally,
t is interesting to see that SEFUTV�SEFALL� is not signifi-
antly reduced by dNW, although it is affected by dNW in
q. (4). This is because the nanowire period in the de-
ominator of Eq. (4) is more dominant for shallow nano-
ires than the thickness. On the other hand, when dNW
25 nm, both SEFUTV�SAMS� and SEFUTV�SAMALL�

how similar trends as they are highly influenced by the
anowire thickness. While not shown here, SEFUTV as
ell as SEF are degraded when dNW�40 nm due to the
bsorption of gold nanowires.
Figure 5 illustrates the FDTD results when VF=0.1

nd dNW=30 nm. The intensity of enhanced fields at the
ower vertices of a nanowire is notably larger than at the
pper nanowire corners so that SEFUTV for target layers
verlapping the two main resonances, i.e., SEFUTV�SAMB�
nd SEFUTV�SAMS� can play an important role in achiev-
ng an improvement of the overall sensor sensitivity. This
s consistent with the results in Fig. 4.

In contrast, Fig. 6 shows SEF and SEFUTV of VF=0.9 at
=50 nm. Although SEFs are smaller than those at VF
0.1, the highest SEF�SAMALL�=7.789 was obtained at

Attachment of SAMT, SAMB, SAMS, and SAMALL
and VF=0.5

SAMS SAMALL

SEF SEFUTV SEF SEFUTV

1.158 11.580 3.211 2.919
4.263 21.315 9.474 7.895

t localization when a nanowire thickness varies at �=50 nm and
arget
nm

FUTV

.894

.948
targe
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NW=35 nm. However, since a nanowire-based LSPR bio-
ensor with dNW�20 nm exhibits shallow MRR and ex-
remely broad CAW, feasible maximum SEF in practical
pplications may be rather 4.737 at dNW=15 nm.
EF�SAMS� shows a minor increase with nanowire thick-
ess due to an increasing surface reaction area. A low
EF for the SAMB was also found at VF=0.9 on account of
narrow interaction area. In Fig. 6(b), SAMS presents en-
anced SEFUTV at small dNW and a maximum of 3.597 at
NW=15 nm. For dNW�15 nm, however, SEFUTV�SAMS�

s decreased with a larger nanowire thickness by Eq. (6).

ig. 6. Characteristics of (a) SEF and (b) SEFUTV with respect to
F=0.9.

ig. 7. (Color online) (a) Vertical and (b) horizontal field intens
50 nm, VF=0.9, and d =15 nm. The insets are 2D images ob

ig. 5. (Color online) (a) Vertical and (b) horizontal field intens
50 nm, VF=0.1, and dNW=30 nm. The insets are 2D images ob
NW
very low SEFUTV�SAMS� at dNW=10 nm is derived from
ero sensitivity associated with a negative SEF. Also, the
ariation of SEFUTV�SAMALL� with dNW is limited at VF
0.9 because the influence of dNW on SEFUTV is less sig-
ificant when dNW is small as shown in Eq. (4). Moreover,
onotonically increasing SEF�SAMALL� for thicker nano-
ires causes a disparity between SEFUTV�SAMS� and
EFUTV�SAMALL� compared with the results in Fig. 4(b).
Figure 7 displays stronger localized fields at the upper

orners of a nanowire with VF=0.9 and dNW=15 nm. De-
ending on the position of the LSP modes, SEFUTV�SAMB�

t localization when a nanowire thickness varies at �=50 nm and

tribution of EZ around the sensor surface for nanowires with �
from FDTD calculations normalized by the field intensity of 20.

tribution of EZ around the sensor surface for nanowires with �
from FDTD calculations normalized by the field intensity of 20.
targe
ity dis
tained
ity dis
tained
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s the smallest, which is consistent with Fig. 6. On the
ther hand, SEFUTV�SAMT� is large because a SAMT on
he nanowire top interacts with resonantly enhanced
lasmon fields. Also, constructive interactions between
ighly excited LSP modes and target on sidewalls lead to
ignificant SEFUTV�SAMS�. Note that the maximum field
nhancement appears at the upper corners of nanowires
n Fig. 7 while it is at the lower corners in Fig. 5. This is
ecause localized plasmons excited in neighboring ridges
re coupled at VF=0.9. On the other hand, at VF=0.1, it
s rather the interaction of the LSP with propagating sur-
ace plasmons that is dominant.

In summary, for both cases of VF=0.1 and 0.9, a target
AM on nanowire sidewalls makes a significant contribu-
ion to the overall sensitivity enhancement. A higher SEF
s obtained with VF=0.1. For �=100 nm, overall trends,
hough the results are not shown here, are consistent
ith those of �=50 nm.

. DISCUSSION
n terms of actual application, it may be desired to ex-
lore small-signal sensitivity, defined as the ratio of reso-
ance angle shift, to small refractive index changes of
�SAM� in PBS environments. Since SPR characteristics
epend on LSPs and are accompanied with nonlinear ef-
ects, such as resonance broadening and shallow reflec-
ance at resonance, a nanowire-based LSPR biosensor
ay also suffer from nonlinear sensitivity [13]. In prin-

iple, a resonance angle is nonlinear with n�SAM� as
tipulated by the dispersion relation of surface plasmons
1].

Considering that SAMS plays a critical role in achiev-
ng a significant improvement of SEF and SEFUTV and
lso that the difficulties in fabrication are reduced at a
onger nanowire period and a VF�0.5, optimized nano-
ires for target localization of SAMS would be �
100 nm, VF=0.5, and dNW=10 nm. From Table 2,

his structure presents SEF�SAMS�=4.263 and
EFUTV�SAMS�=21.315. This SEF�SAMS� is relatively
igh while the SEFUTV�SAMS� is the largest among those
btained here.

Figure 8(a) shows an SPR angle shift �� of a conven-
ional SPR and a nanowire-based LSPR structure with

ig. 8. (a) Resonance angle shift and (b) small-signal sensitivity
dashed curve) and SEFsmall (dotted curve) when a refractive ind
o 1.70. Nanowires have a period of �=100 nm, VF=0.5, and d
NW
uch optimal nanowires. For a localized target of SAMS, a
anowire-mediated LSPR biosensor presents a stiffer
lope indicating higher sensitivity for a wide range of
inding events on the nanowire sidewalls compared to a
onventional one with a uniform SAM coverage. On the
ther hand, since many biomolecular interactions gener-
lly result in a very small change of refractive index,
mall-signal sensitivity at the narrow range of n�SAM�
ay be more important [13]. To consider this, the refrac-

ive index of a 1 nm thick SAM has been assumed to
hange from 1.33 to 1.70 in PBS solution, a sufficiently
ide range for biomolecular SAMs that come in different

engths and end groups, for instance, as shown in [30].
igure 8(b) shows small-signal sensitivity �� /�n�SAM�.
hile a conventional SPR structure suffers from low

mall-signal sensitivity with n�SAM�, that of a nanowire-
ediated substrate rises up to 4.8 and saturates
hen n�SAM��1.6. As a result, small-signal sensitivity

nhancement factor SEFsmall, defined as
�� /�n�LSPR/ ��� /�n�SPR, is between 3.895 and 7.848 as
hown in Fig. 8(b). From linear regression analyses, it
as found that �� is extremely linear with n�SAM�, as R

s larger than 0.99, where R is the correlation coefficient
hat denotes the linearity obtainable in the sensor perfor-
ance.
Experimentally, target localization can be realized by

se of soft lithography techniques, such as microcontact
rinting, nanotransfer printing, and proximity field nano-
atterning [31]. For example, targets on the nanowire top
nd bottom can be formed by direct printing or masking
echniques and targeting on the nanowire sidewalls by
pplying selective etch processes to uniformly distributed
arget molecules on the sensor surfaces.

. CONCLUSION
n this paper, we investigated the effect of target localiza-
ion on the sensitivity characteristics of a nanowire-
ediated LSPR substrate. The target on the nanowire

idewalls, represented by SAMS, makes a significant con-
ribution to overall sensitivity enhancement. In terms of
he sensitivity per unit target volume, target localization
n sidewalls takes advantage of plasmonic field localiza-
ion, which can lead to extremely high enhancement of

nventional (solid curve) and a nanowire-mediated SPR biosensor
rget analytes bound to the nanowire sidewalls varies from 1.33
m.
of a co
ex of ta
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ensitivity. For example, a nanowire structure optimized
or target localization of SAMS with �=100 nm, VF=0.5,
nd dNW=10 nm was found to produce a large
EF�SAMS� of 4.263 and the highest SEFUTV�SAMS�
21.315. This paper clearly demonstrates a potential for

mplementing a highly sensitive SPR biosensor with sur-
ace relief nanowires by localizing target biomolecules.
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